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Changes since last version

• The changes from -01 to the current -02 are summed up as follows:

• Reworded Introduction
• Changes in terminology (LCS term replaces LIS)
• Replacement of the previous actor model diagrams.
• Some minor rephrasing of the -01 requirements, based on comments on the list
• New section, brought in from lcp-ps-02 draft, (specific to L7 LCP)
• Addition of the lcp-ps-02 LbyR-specific requirements (some duplicaton)
• Added new section 'placeholders' for LbyR models via other LCP's, including DHCP, LLDM-MED, and SUPL (contributed text missing).
Open Issues

- Conservation of terms
  - choose term “LbyR identifier” vs. Location URI, Location Reference Id., etc.

- Clarify scope of requirements
  - Configuration + Dereferencing
  - Conveyance? (if no, then change title)

- Condense draft
  - Combine sections 4,5,6
  - Delete 8,9,10 (make it apply to L7 LCP only)

- Clean-up requirements:
  - Delete 5; Reform 13; Combine 2&3, 4&9, 7&11